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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Ion Current vs Retarding Potential Characteristics are shown 2

on a scale from 10-11 to 10-6 A and 0 to 15 V respectively

Figure 2. The satellite yaw angle from three ground contacts can be fit 4

with two wave forms with periods of about 680 s and 1500 s.

Figure 3. The ram and cross drift derived from the data without correction 6

for the satellite attitude. The dashed line shows the corotation velocity

in each component and the dotted lines the corrections to be made for

attitude and vehicle potential.

Figure 4. The solid line shows the yaw angle derived from the data. The dotted 7

line is that required to reduce the signalto corotation inside the

plasmasphere. The dashed line is the residual from subtraction.

Figure 5. Same as fig 4. for a later pass of the satellite. See text for details 9

Figure 6. The data for day 84178 once corrected for the attitude determine in 10

fig 4 match the corotation signal in the plasmasphere.

Figure 7. The data for day 84178 reduced to a corotatig coordinate system 11

Figure 8. Data taken from the Sondrestrom radar during simultaneous contacts 13

with HILAT are used to construct large-scale convection patterns.

Figure 9. The derived convection trajectories for data on day 84178. 14

Figure 10. The derived convection trajectories for data on day 84179. 15
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A Collaborative Study of Plasma Irregularities

from the HILAT Satellite.

ABSTRACT Here we describe the technical and scientific accomplishments directed

toward an understanding of the convective motion and evolution of high latitude plasma

irregularities. We have principally utilized data from the retarding potential analyzer and

the ion drift meter on board the HILAT satellite to determine the large scale convective

motion of the plasma. In order to obtain this information it is necessary to recover the

satellite attitude data so that corrections for the look angle of the sensor with respect to the

satellite can be made. The properties of the satellite attitude variation are described and

the procedures for reducing the instrument data to geophysical parameters are (utlined.

Data from successive overlapping contacts of the satellite from three high latitude stations

are utilized to provide coverage of the entire high latitude region. Then derivation of the

electrostatic potential distribution is used to describe the global convection pattern. The

details of this pattern and its effect on the transport of irregularities from their source

region to other locations is studied.

INTRODUCTION

Our principle function during the HILAT mission has been to ensure the quality

of the thermal plasma data, to derive the ambient ion drift velocity from the measured

parameters and to participate in the interpretation of data obtained from the satellite

instrument complement.

Following the launch of the HILAT satellite we devoted considerable effort to

the design and implementation of a least c-quares algorithm for deriving the ion velocity

along the satellite track and the ion temperature from the retarding potential analyzer

characteristic curves. This algorithm was successfully utilized by the in-field Processing

scheme to provide data on the science summary tapes.

Several adjustments and augmentations to this procedure were miade as, a result of
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in plasma concentrations less than 10Ocm - 3 . Figure 1 shows an example of the RPA

characteristic curves obtained during Februrary 1985 over northern high latitudes. Four

numbers to the right of each curve represent the ion temperature, the ion drift velocity,

the spacecraft potential and the 0+ concentration, respectively derived from the least

squares analysis. The routine involves an algorithm for removing erroneous point on

the characteristic curve, which are denoted by '0'. It can be seen that analysis of this

data when the ion concentration exceeds 104 cm - 3 yields relatively stable and good quality

data for the drift velocity but a somewhat more variable and less reliable measure of the

ion temperature. With this algorithm in place studies of the high latitude ionospheric

convection pattern are possible provided the ambient ion drift velocity can be obtained

from the ion arrival measurements of the ion drift meter. Our subsequent efforts were

directed toward this goal.

SATELLITE ATTITUDE CORRECTIONS

Ambient ion drift velocity measurements from the ion drift meter can be obtained

by removing the effects of vehicle attitude and atmospheric corotation from the signal.

Since the orientation of the spacecraft is an extremely variable function with only sparse

information available fromt the satellite data itself, considerable effort is required to extract

the desired geophysical parameter. During the course of our research effort we have pursued

two approaches to this problem. The first is a derivation of the satellite orientation by

fitting the derived attitude data from the spacecraft to a smooth function. The second, is

to derive the attitude by requiring the ion drift signal below magnetic latitudes of ahout

500 to represent only the signal due to atmospheric corotation.

These two approaches can be contrasted by first considering the data in figure 2

taken during a pass over the summer northern hemisphere. Here is shown the spacecraft

yaw angle determined from the attitude determination algorithms applied to consecutive

contacts of the satellite by Churchill, Sondrestrom, and Tromso. The data are plotted

versus sample number, a sample being taken every 15 seconds. The symbol A denotes the

derived yaw angle while P denotes the predicted value obtained from a sophisticated non-

linear optimization technique. This technique produces an excellent fit to the data to ilizing

3
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only two -wave forms with periods of approximately 680 and 1500 seconds and amplitudes

of 3.70 and 4.10 respectively. It was found that insufficient data was available from a single

station contact to confidently derive the wave forms in the yaw angle but optimal values

for the phase and amplitude of a wave form with period 680 seconds could be determined.

Despite the accuracy with which this data can be modelled, the amiplitudes and periods of

the waveforms produce values of the ambient ion drift velocity that are difficult to reconcile

with the electrodynamic drifts known to exist in the plasmasphere.

This can be readily seen by examining the uncorrected data from this pass shown

by the solid curves in figure 3. The lower panel shows the ion arrival angle measured by the

ion drift meter, expressed as an ion drift velocity perpendicular (crosstrack) to the satellite

track. The dominant ion species throughout the orbit is O + and for the orbital velocity of

this spacecraft the ion arrival angle may be converted to ion velocity using the approximate

relation

10 = 130-r.s .

Referring to the end of the Tromso contact near 23370 sees we see that the observed

ion velocity is approximately 350 m.s - 1 corresponding to an in arrival angle near T'.

Inspection of the attitude angle at this time from figure 2 shows that the derived angle

is near 11'. This 7 or 8 degree difference in the two angle measurements can only be

eliminated by invoking an ion drift of about 1 kin.s - in the latitude region below 50".

With the possibility that this difficulty reflects an error in the at titude deterninat ion itself,

we have pursued alternative approaches to correcting the cross track ion drift velocity. One

approach is illustrated by again examining figure 3. In addition to the uncorrected data,

shown by the solid trace in the lower panel we have also plotted, using a long (lashed line,

the component of atmospheric corotation that we expect the ion drift meter to measure.

We have then asked the question "What single period wave form with a linearly varying

amplitude would he required to match the drift meter signal at invariant lati!ldes less than

600 to the corotation velocity?". Using a controlled iterative technique we calculate the

wave form shown by the short dashed curve.

This wave form is compared to the derived spacecraft attitude angle, calculated

from the magnetometer data alone, in figure 4. Here the solid line denotes the derived

attitude angle which overlaps itself where two stations make simultaneous contact with the

5
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spacecraft The short dashed line is the waveform calculated by forcing the signal to match

corotation inside the plasinasphere ani the long dashed line is the difference between the

two. We noir that with modest changes in the phase of this single wave form we can easily

reconcile the period of 620 % with the previously derived period of 680 s. We also note that

relalivehl good agreement between the two techniques can be obtained at high latitudes.

Note however that a large discrepancy exists at the low latitude extremes of the data set

shere we expect the measured ion arrival angle to be close to the attitude angle but in fact

6heN are quite different.

I hj- trend appears to fe quite reproducible during this time period as evidenced

s a furtler t,)smiple shown I igure F". Here consecutive contacts of the spacecraft were

iead. eI tie- f,0 Alwig daR aid a plot in the same format as that in figure 4 shows similar

'haracteristic. Note that a fundamental wave form near 680 s is again calculated but as

lf.for0. a lart,- discrepanc hetween the techniques exists in the low latitude portions of

the ,,rlt Vse hase pursued the "corotation correction technique' a little further with the

t,,.ir. it, ,#-tine the pe,,sible convect-ion pattern that might exist during this time and

A It h th, hel,4 thA tI h. d,.ried electrostatic potential distribution rnay shed more light on

t he pr,,bi.li

I li." result s of this approach can be seen by further examination of figure 6. Here

ih,. data frwi figure ' haie bfeenh ((rrected for spacecraft attitude by forcing the signal to

c,,rr.po i, t,, the at n,-pheric corotation velocit- inside the plasmasphere. That this has

hte,t, -ilCf.sell' tchi,'ee (a, lee seen by noting the agreement between the data (solid

lite. aid ii ',rotation 1.hciti (dashed line) at the two low latitude ends of the pass.

I ,all\ iii figure 7 %. how the ambient ExB velocityv obtained bY subtracting

the i, ro,tati ,, H el,,cit,, freiln thu attitude corrected data. A clear signature of a two-cell

-ii 1ctiotl pattierr, sern arid integration of this, signal along the satellite track to derive

vhe. electrterato potential give, it potential difference from 06 08 UT to 06 29 UT of less

than 2( khjlo.,lt* We believe that this is an acceptable error considering the uncertainties

iln the deried ion drift v,.lhcit% (,,nsiuterablv larger errors result from using the attitude

dat a der%.red solelv froi -the ,atellite inagnetouieter.
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IONOSPHERIC CONVECTION PATTERNS

This orbit and a series of passes during this period were selected for study due,

not only to the favorable ionospheric conditions but also to the fact that ion convection

data from the Sondrestromn radar are also available during this period. We are thus in a

unique position to assemble a more complete view of the high latitude convection pattern

from the combined data sets.

Figure 8 shows two polar dials containing the ion convection velocities measured

by the Sondrestrom radar during days 84178 and 84179 when several contacts of the

LHLAT satellite were made by all three of the northern hemisphere high latitude stations.

Measurements are made in the invariant latitude range from 690 to 800, approximately

every 25 minutes. During about a 25 minute period the HILAT satellite makes a complete

pass across the northern high latitude region. Our objective in this study has been to

combine simultaneous measurements from the satellite and the radar to provide a more

realistic description of the convection pattern than would be available from a single data

source.

Figure 9 shows the ionospheric convection pattern signature obtained from the

HILAT satellite and the simultaneously measured latitude scan of the radar extracted from

figure 8. Several inferences can be drawn from these data. First note that the convection

reversal near A -800 and 0900 hrs magnetic local time (MLT) is of the rotational type such

that antisunward polar cap flow makes a transition to sunward flow in the dawnside auroral

zone. Second, we note that the satellite data indicate the zero potential line that divides

the two-cells in the observed pattern is located on the satellite track at the same MLT as

the latitude scan of the radar. The data from the radar show that the ion velocity changes

direction during the scan. It however, generally indicates an equatorward and westward

component at high latitudes and a more eastward component at lower latitudes. Such a

signature is consistent with a convection reversal in the dawn cell located near A = 73'.

By comparing the electrostatic potential distribution along the radar track with that along

the satellite track we are able to construct the most likely self consistent convection paths

for the plasma. Significant deviations from the implied circular geometry of the dawn cell

on day 84178 exist, on the following &~

An example of the combined radar and satellite data during this period when

12
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the IMF B., comaponent was positive is shown in figure 10. Clearly more work on the

precise relationship between the potential distributions derived from the satellite data and

the radar data are required before the most realistic convection patterns can be identified.

This work is nearing completion and will be submitted for publication in the near future.

In addition to the major task of deriving drift velocity data of sufficient quality

to derive the convection pattern itself we have also collaborated with scientists from other

institutions in interpretation of small scale structure in the drift velocity with scale sizes

much smaller than variations produced by the satellite oscillations. Findings on the

magnitude and power in this structure is thus not greatly affected by the uncertainty

in the absolute value of the drift.

We have examined the relationship between structure in the ion drift velocity

and the magnetic field-aligned currents in the scale size range of 3 kmn to 80 km. It is

found that the ion drift velocity, or equivalently, the electric field structure shows a strong

seasonal dependence. It has much larger amplitudes in the winter hemisphere when the

ionospheric conductivity is low, than in the summner hemisphere when the conductivity is

much higher. The field-aligned currents show no such seasonal dependence in the scale size

regime considered. It is thus likely that at these scale sizes the magnetosphere behaves

much like a current generator.

Another relationship between quasi-periodic structure in the field-aligned current

and ion drift signatures was examined with a view to its possible relationship to processes

in the low-latitude boundary layer where the region 1 currents are thought to originate. In

this study the wavelength and electrostatic potential at the HILAT satellite were found to

be consistent with the expected wavelength for waves in the boundary layer. It was also

found that the appearance of energetic precipitating electrons with acceleration energies of

a few kilovolts is consistent with the mapping of the boundary layer waves to the ionosphere.
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Earthward Directed High-Density Birkeland Currents Observed by HILAT

P. F. BYTI-ROW. T. A. POTEMRA.' W. B. HANSON.' L. J. ZANEl-rI.1 CA-. MENG' R. E. HUFFMAN,'
F. J. RICH.' and D. A. HARDY'

An intense (94 ..A/ml earthward dkwetd lirkeland current was defected by the HILAT satellite on
July 23.,1913. less than one month after launch. It was located at the equatorward edge of a large-scale
earthward flowing current in the late evening sector. This current is the mnost intense ever to be reported
that is consistent with upward flowing thermal electrons. Simultaneous vacuum ultraviolet images from
the auroral image? mapper show that the large-scale current is embedded within the diffuse aurora. Enef -
getic electron measurements in the rasp 20 eV to 20 keV indicate an increase in downward fluxs from
- 5 x 101 to - 7 x 10' (cml on s)-' in - 0.75 s. This increase in flux results in a gradient of
- 2 mhos/km in she height-integrated Pedersen conductivity (E.). In the presence of a typical dc electric
field (- 40 mV/rn). this sharp gradient in the iofospheric conductivity is conisistent with the inferred high-
density current. Measrement of horizontal ion drift from the ion drift meter (11DM) reveals strong turbu-
lence present for - 10 kmn on both sides of the region of intense Birkeland current. The 1DM also mea-
suredan ion density (a,)of - 2x l0ecm - ; thus. if n, a a,. the parallel electron drift velocity derived
fromiJ - a. , Vq is - 30 km/s. resukiallin a net electron flusof - 6 x 10'*cm,- s -. Aflux of
electrons of this magnitude is sufficient to destabilize 0 *ion cyclotron waves. The velocity of 30 km/s
coupled with an F region ion desitky gradient scale length of - 3 kms is also comparable to criteria re-
quired to drive the current convective Instability.

Rohe Seiar.. Volumet A0 Number 3. Pages 416-4X4 May-Juner 1985

The HiLat gatellite miami..

E. J. Frewmw,' H. C. Carwm T. A. Pouewed,' P. F. ByuhroW,3 C. L Rtino' 4j. F. Vickrey.' R. LU Lvineuous.'
R. E. Huffmnn, CA-. Mew.3 D. A. Herd. 2 F. J. Rick'2 R. A. Heells, W. B. Haus,' and L A. Witttw's
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ON THE CURRENT-VOLTAGE RELATIONSHIP

OF THE MAGNETOSPHERIC GENERATOR AT INTERMEDIATE SPATIAL SCALES

J. F. Vickrey', R. C. Livingston', N. B. Walker' . T. A. Potemra2, R. A. Heelis3, M. C. Kelley', and F. J. Rich5

Abstract. Using data from the drift meter and magnetometer
on board the H ILAT satellite, we have examined fluctuations
in high latitude electric and magnetic fields at scale sizes
between 80 km and 3 km. A comparison of data from summer
and winter allows us to assess the impact of changing iono-
spheric conductivity on the magnetospheric generator. We
find that, at these scale sizes, the magnetosphere tends to
behave as a constant current source that is independent of
ionospheric conductivity. This characteristic was noted on
both open and closed field lines. The electric field pattern, on
the other hand, is much more highly structured in the winter
than in the summer. This behavior implies scale size dependent
potential drops on closed field lines.

GEOPHYSTCAL RESEARCH LF'TTERS, VOL. 13, NO. 9, PAG;ES A09-A, AUJGUST 1q6

MULTIPLE AURORAL ARCS AND BIRKELAND CURRENTS:
EVIDENCE FOR PLASMA SHEET BOUNDARY WAVES

P. F. Bythrow,' M. A. Doyle, 2 T. A. Potemra,' L. J. Zanetti,'
R. E. Huffman,' C. 1. Meng,' D. A. Hardy.3 F. J. Rich,' and R. A. Heelis4

Abstract. Quasi-periodic structures of small-scale Birkeland
currents, energetic electrons, ion drifts, and auroral forms in the
dawn sector have been observed simultaneously with the HILAT
spacecraft. These structures map to the Low Latitude Boundary
Layer using a model geomagnetic field. This mapping is supported
by the observed characteristics of the energetic electrons and the
relationship between precipitating electrons, Region I Birkeland
currents, and plasma drift. These observations are interpreted as
the result of quasi-periodic variations of the Low Latitude Bound-
ary Layer. Values of potential, estimated from assumed charac-
teristics of a large-scale wave propagating in this layer, agree with
those determined from the HILAT particle and drift measure.
ments. These results support the view that wave propagation at
the Low Latitude Boundary Layer/Plasma Sheet interface can be
a source of multiple auroral forms at low altitudes. We suggest
that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability may be the ultimate source
of these waves.
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